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CAMPUS PLAYERS VISIT CARLISLE
ON INITIAL TOUR

"Cabbages" Presented; Music Department Assists

Troupe made its debut into the Campus Players' curriculum last Thursday night when "Cabbages" and a varied program was worked into the high school auditorium at Carlisle.

Due to adverse conditions the trip was not as successful as expected to be, nevertheless expenses were made and the idea behind the plan was achieved. Mrs. J. N. Armstrong, head of the speech department, was well pleased with the condition of all one who appeared on the program.

"From the beginning it was understood that we would undertake the plan as a means of expressing rather than indulging a popular conception," Mrs. Armstrong stated.

"Tripping is being undertaken to associate members of the freshman class with the players with the conditions of high school transfers, the lighting effects and stage furnishings were not as good as the group had been taught to, but the quality of the results of the audience was evidence of the ability of the players," Miss Armstrong said.

Through the aid of Madame White and Miss Lois Albright, heads of the boys and music departments, the first part of the program was made varied and very entertaining. Fletcher Floyd, George Cagle, Fred Thompson and Miss Albright represented the fine work of the departments.

By leaving at 1:30 Friday afternoon all the equipment and program was made varied and entertaining is available for a re-arrangement of the entire program.

After the presentation many of the students in the Carlisle school enjoyed their entertainment, the program and welcomed the group back again.

Plates were being made to take the same program to other cities before Christmas, probably West Point.

The program was as follows: Fletcher Floyd, two vocals; "On the Road to Mandeville" and "Spyin,'" accompanied by Miss Albright; Mildred Cagle, piano; "Carotte" and "Mooters" by D'Albrecht; Frank Thompson and the De (Continued on Page 3)
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War! There has been a going on for over two years, but in the past few months it has become more severe. A speech of the C. L. C. - P. L. amalgamation.

Three years ago James Lewis decided that the P. L. was sitting down on the job as much as the world was doing wrong to the world. He went to another union—the birth of the C. L. C. It was founded a few years ago in the dusty old drug store. He was a member of the C. L. C. and has been ever since.

Then Willie Green, president of the Union said "Why you big lug you are destroying the country"—the union.
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From the spectrum...

FLASH—P. McGill in the gray sweat—'but it wasn't McGill who committed this act. Saturday morning, rather 1 a.m. Sunday.' Guy Thompson, James Har­

FREE DINNER...

FRAGMENTS...

Call Us Moneyblank, Do They?....

Annabel alleviates clearly of annihilation has been

surprised with birthday.

When it must have been some

our separation of every

not suggesting.

One of them commended that she wished Anna Lee would talk

about "potentialities" in her columns. "It always," she continued, "makes me think of those "potential"

smaller privileges of ours and I get plump digested.

Mrs. E. Schaeffer, Parisian designer, who wears the crown of the last dynasty (commercial press) are

unfortunate but unavailable has just admitted that her latest "creation" is modeled after a hump shop! And she designs hats for

announcements—kept to keep going mad!

Truant...

We overheard a conversation in this library the other day indicating that Frank Ladra may be

competing for the prestigious award to juvenile delinquents.

SAN FRANCISCO...

Unfortunately, we are unable to provide a natural text representation of this document as it appears to be a mix of different content, including announcements, letters, and possibly other types of text. The text is not coherent and does not form a single logical piece. It seems to be a collection of various fragments without a clear context or topic.
Birthday Party For Ruth Benson
Mrs. Ernest Benson, assisted by T. Rose Terry, entertained a group of friends of Ruth Benson celebrating her 50th birthday. The event took place Tuesday afternoon from 4:30 to 6 in the college club. Mrs. Benson directed a series of games which included: “Ma Green,” “Lal-Lo-Pid,” “Winking,” and "Chip-in-Chap-Clip-Out." Refreshments of iced tea and candies were served to those attending.

Those attending were: Kathryn Lawyer, Betty Brown, Paul Hopkins, Jack Polk, Hershel Irvin, Leon Shuttlesworth, William Brown, Emma Jean Hall, Frankie Travis, Lucie Harwood, Tommy Thompson, and the honoree, Ruth Benson.

Jo-Go-Ju’s Schedule Theater Party
At a meeting Saturday night, the Jo-Go-Ju’s scheduled a theatre party for the coming Saturday night. The meeting was held in the Business Laboratory. Bonnie Beth Byler and Sue Moore served sandwiches and hot chocolate.

Williams and Durrett Entertain Adelphians
Eva Mae Williams and Durrett Durrett were hostess to the Adelphi Club at its regular meeting Saturday night. The meeting was held in the voice studio of Miss Viett, club sponsor. After a short business meeting, tea and cakes were served.

O. G. ’s Enjoy Theatre Party
For their first social affair of the fall the O. G. Club entertained with a dinner and theatre party Saturday night. After the dinner at the Rialto Theatre, the group adjourned to the Adelphi Club where the program was presented. Mrs. Benson directed local publicity for the show.

Mrs. Cose Entertains Cast of “Seventeen”
Mrs. Cose gave a reception after the play Thursday night for the entire cast of “Seventeen.”

The group discussed, informally, their evening’s performance while the directors chatted.

In the first two meetings of the club radio symbols and parts were studied and students were elected. The officers are Robert Bell, president; Mary Silk, vice-president; and Keith Coleman, publicity manager.

High School Debaters Are Making Progress
High school debaters have passed the analyzing and preparatory stage and the debaters are now engaging in inter-class debates. James McDaniel, coach, is preparing his squad for participation in at least two tournaments, which will be held before Christmas. The squad is composed of two girls and two boys’ teams.

Call Allen’s Quality Bakery
For Special Orders Groceries, Cookies and Delicacies

New Theatre
On Friday, December 6, 1952, the theater at the college. The event was scheduled as a special feature.

Rialto Theatre
Tuesday, December 1, 1953, at 7:30 P.M.

Debaters Will Meet L. E. Junior College
One boy and one girl’s team will be sponsored by the Little Rock, Monday, December 16, to debate the speakers of Little Rock Junior College, according to an announcement made by Dean L. C. Benson, debate coach.

Local eliminations will determine which teams can host represent the school.

Recital Planned
On December 21 Musette Elizabeth Villa’s senior voice students will present a private recital, Musette Villa to announce date.

Mahayfair Hotel
Inviting, Friendly, Comfortable, Modern
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SPORTS GAZING

This business of picking the All-American football team is a lot of nonsense. I sincerely believe that it is impossible, out of scores of players on 240 teams in the entire country, to pick out eleven men and say to the world, here are the men who play positions better than any other men this season.

In my mind, it is just a matter of pure publicity. Ever notice how many of these players come from some big, widely known college? Probably all of them. Very seldom do you see a player citizen from some obscure college, yet, some of the men on these other squads are as good as or better than those chosen for the All-Americans. I don't mean to lessen the prominence of these men, because they are all good, outstanding football men, who have worked hard, but I am saying that out of all the men on all the squads, it is impossible, taking all the breaks both good and bad, to pick THE All-Americen.

Some little discussion is going on about this drop is scoring by football teams this past season. A figure of series compiled by the Associated Press shows a continued drop in averages from the '26 season that has been going on since 1922. When a round total of 10 points per game was scored. Out of 297 teams included in the survey, the averages per game dropped from 12.5 (for 96 to 12.4 for 1922. This almost entire cancellation of old rules "transcendental" coupled with new interpretation of rules contributed to this decrease in points scored. Arkansas State Teachers College leads the entire country in scoring, having a total of 407 points and the added distinction of being unbeaten. Santa Clara and Louisiana State are second and third in scoring.


SQUAD UNIFORMS TO ARRIVE SOON

Effort Being Made to Secure Stearns High School Band

Mary Elizabeth Paris, president of the Pep Squad, announced today "The organization will all have uniforms at the end of this week. Orders are being sent out for them right away."

Instead of the whole squad getting new uniforms, as was contemplated, the same uniforms that were used last year will be used again. The uniform purchaser will be used by the 16 new members.

The squad is making fast progress. Various formations and plays on angles are being worked on at the meetings held twice a week. The squad plans to be ready for the opening game of the inter-collegiate season.

Efforts are being made to get the Stearns Boys' Band to play at the home games instead of segregating a band from the college.

University will play a return game in the Sugar Bowl this year. Thirty-five thousand of the available 40,000 seats are already sold. Eight other games are being made for as additional 3,000 seats. In, it is victories and one 7-to-6 defeat from Alabama. Santa Clara was off her, playing eight in all.

Berryhill's A Squad Demonstrates Power

Coach Berryhill says that he can get five different team combinations out of his first squad. This means that most of the players can play any position on the team.

He demonstrated this at a scrimmage held last Saturday night. He kept account of the number of minutes each player was in action and the number of points made. The game lasted 48 minutes and was divided into eight minute quarters.

Here is the total scoring for each quarter: 14, 12, 16, 14. and 18. Some of the individual scorers: Culp, Vaughn, played 23 minutes and made 10 points, "Dreadful" Ros played 32 minutes and made 26 points. Clyde White played 34 minutes and scored 32 points, Вanz and Ros, both played 16 minutes and scored 4 points. Peters played 34 minutes and made 4 points. Incidentally, the X squad defeated the B squad 82 to 4.

SPORTORICALLY SPEAKING

BY RALPH BELL

All college basketball teams that the Ilianos will play this year have commenced regular practice. But one team has at least thirty men out to make the team. One might say that this looks bad for the Ilianos, but I don't. They have always had that many, and we never have. Therefore we have improved where they have remained as usual.

A few days ago I saw a large pile of criminals out by the new track. That shows somebody realizes that the track won't be in good shape next spring until it is remodeled this fall and allowed to settle all winter. The track will be packed and from here on if enough criminals are put on it. Somebody is looking out for the interests of athletics of Harding College.

There is a new thing in football. All of you have heard of it. It is six man football. This new type of football was created purposely for small high schools but it is spreading and becoming very popular among the colleges who engage only in intramural athletics. Perhaps we could use it at Harding College. Most of the danger of getting injured has been cut out of this kind of game. Also, there is little expense. All the rough line play is cut out and most of the playing is passing. The boys have been playing touch football all fall. This is not so very different from the six man kind. We couldn't need to play other teams, but it would be amuseing for the boys and fun for those who watch.

STERLINGS 5c-$1.00 Store
Pay Cash and Pay Less!

FOLKS LIKE TO BE REMEMBERED

Get the habit of sending cards. Nothing is more thoughtful. You'll always find a new selection of cards for every purpose in our CARD DEPARTMENT.
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PHONE 446
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